Abstract-Robotic teleoperation brings great potential for advances within the field of surgery. The ability of a surgeon to reach patient remotely opens exciting opportunities. Early experience with telerobotic surgery has been interesting, but the clinical feasibility remains out of reach, largely due to the deleterious effects of communication delays. Teleoperation tasks are significantly impacted by unavoidable signal latency, which directly results in slower operations, less precision in movements, and increased human errors. Introducing significant changes to the surgical workflow, for example by introducing semi-automation or self-correction, present too significant a technological and ethical burden for commercial surgical robotic systems to adopt. In this paper, we present three simple and intuitive motion scaling solutions to combat teleoperated robotic systems under delay and help improve operator accuracy. Motion scaling offers potentially improved user performance and reduction in errors with minimal change to the underlying teleoperation architecture. To validate the use of motion scaling as a performance enhancer in telesurgery, we conducted a user study with 17 participants, and our results show that the proposed solutions do indeed reduce the error rate when operating under high delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
Teleoperational control allows the operator to complete tasks at a safe, remote location. This is accomplished by having a human operator send control signals from a remote console, traditionally known as master, to the robot performing the task, traditionally known as slave. The slave then returns feedback to the master through sensors, such as cameras and haptic devices, which gives the operator the feeling of telepresence through displays and force feedback. Through improvement of telepresence and robotic systems, teleoperational systems are becoming common place in a wide range of applications such as underwater exploration, space robotics, mobile robots, and telesurgery [1] , [2] .
With the advent of surgical robots such as the da Vinci R Surgical System, attempts have been made to investigate the feasibility of remote telesurgery. Anvari et al. in 2005 was first to establish a remote telesurgical service and reported on 21 remote laparoscopic surgeries with an observed delay of 135-140 msec over the 400 km [3] . The signal latency grows as the distance increases, and prior reports have cited 300 msec as the maximum time delay where surgeons began to consider the operation unsafe [4] , [5] . When using satellite communication between London and Toronto, a USA. rorosco@ucsd.edu report measured a delay of 560.7 ± 16.5 msec [6] . This unavoidable time delay is the greatest obstacle for safe and effective remote telesurgery because it leads to overshoot and oscillations. These undesirable effects have been observed with as little as 50 msec of time delay in surgical tasks [7] , [8] . The challenges of teleoperating under delay has been investigated for over 50 years, and the field is too expansive to cover in this paper. A more broad look can be found in Hokayem and Spong's historical survey [1] .
The first study on the effects of delay in teleoperational system were by Ferrell in 1965 and found that experienced operators will use a strategy called move and wait [9] . A stable system is realized by inputting a new control command and then waiting to see the effect. Ferrell and Sheridan then developed supervisory control to address the problem of delay [10] . This gives a level of autonomy to the system such that the operator supervises rather than explicitly inputting trajectory motions. Therefore, supervisory control can only be implemented practically at this time in structured environments.
In the case of teleoperating with haptic feedback, also known as bilateral teleoperation, delay has been experimentally and theoretically shown to create instability within the system [11] , [12] . Techniques such as wave variables have been used to dampen the unstable overshoot in bilateral control under delay [13] . However, they have been shown to increase time to complete task [14] , [15] , and therefore teleoperating without haptic feedback can often be a better alternative.
Predictive displays circumvent the deleterious effects from teleoperating under delay by giving the operator immediate feedback through a virtual prediction. Early predictive displays focused on space robotics where delays can reach up to 7sec [16] [17] . Winck et al. recently applied this approach by creating an entire predicted virtual environment that is displayed to the operator and is also used to generate haptic feedback [18] . Currently this is not applicable to telesurgery because of the unique 3D geometry found in a surgical environment. The scale of the operation requires high precision tracking to create reliable predictions, and obstacles such as tissue cannot be modeled as rigid bodies nor accurately predicted.
In this paper, we present new motion scaling solutions for conducting telesurgery under delay that: 1) reduce errors to improve patient safety, 2) have intuitive control since the delay can change from one operation to another due to variable distances, and 3) have simple implementation so it can be easily de-ployed to any teleoperated system. To show the performance of the solutions with statistical significance, we conducted a user study on the da Vinci R Surgical System. The user study was designed such that there is independence from unwanted variables such as participant exhaustion and experience and that the best performing solution has a short learning curve, therefore intuitive. Both time to complete task and an error metric were used to evaluate task performance, and we measured that our proposed solutions decreased the number of errors at the cost of time. In fact, 16 out of the 17 participants from the user study performed best, with regards to error rate, using our proposed solutions.
II. METHODS
Teleoperation systems utilizes a scaling factor between master arms movements and the slave arms movements to adapt the teleoperator to the slave workspace. It can be expressed as a general teleoperation system with delay, shown in Fig. 1 , as:
where scale m is the scaling factor previously described. It is worth noting that teleoperation systems described in this manner using position control, such as the da Vinci R Surgical System, only apply this scaling to position and not orientation, rather mapping orientation commands one-toone so there is no obvious mismatch between user wrist orientation and robot manipulator orientations. The solutions we present are all modifications of Equations (1) and (2).
A. Constant Scaling Solution
The first solution simply reduces the scaling factor in Equation (1) . Lowering the scaling factor in robotic surgery has been shown to increase task completion time and improve accuracy [19] , [20] . We extend this to teleoperating under delay and hypothesize that decreasing the constant scale will reduce the number of errors at the cost of time when operating under delay. This idea is similar to the move and wait strategy, creating stability by slowing down the motions. However, here the motions are slowed continuously, Fig. 1 : Flowchart of a teleoperation system with round trip delay of d where m is the masters position, sm is the target slave position from the master, s is the slave position, I is feedback to the operator. For the sake of simplicity, the entire system is assumed to have a sampling rate of fs, and let n d = fsd while the move and wait strategy is discrete and requires the operator to have experience working under the delay.
B. Positional Scaling Solution
Positional scaling builds on the constant scaling solution by decreasing the scaling as the slave arms move towards an obstacle. Therefore, reducing the cost of time from the constant scaling solution by slowing down the operators motions only in areas of the work space that require higher precision. Since this deals with obstacle detection, the positional scaling will be implemented on the slave side through the following equations:
(4) where r is the distance from s m to the nearest obstacle, k is the rate scale s changes, and minscale and maxscale set the lower and upper bounds respectively of scale s . This is paired with Equation (1), and can be thought of as secondary layer of scaling based on proximity to an obstacle.
To implement this scaling method, the distance r requires the location of the obstacles in the environment. Methods such as feature-based 3D tissue reconstruction from [21] or dense pixel-based depth reconstruction can be used. In the presented user study, the task environment is known and distances r are found analytically.
C. Velocity Scaling Solution
Velocity scaling is founded on the idea that an operator will naturally move slower when higher accuracy is required. This is inspired by the software controlling computer mice and trackpads, which natively utilize this strategy by default (unless turned off by the owner). Combining velocity scaling with the constant scaling solutions hypothesis, the scaling factor in Equation (1) is increased proportionally to the input translational velocity as shown:
where v 1 is the base scaling, the bonus velocity scaling is given at the rate of v 2 ,ṁ is the translational velocity, and || · || is the magnitude. Equation (2) is then used to set the slave position on the slave side. This allows for a low base scaling to get the benefits of the constant scaling solution when the operator is making small, precise motions. It also increases the scaling when the operator makes large motions, which requires less precision, in order to reduce the cost of time.
To findṁ on a real system where there is noise, the following filter can be used:
This represents a running average with weights 0.25, 0.5, and 0.25 for three individual velocity measurements. III. EXPERIMENT To measure the effectiveness of the solutions, a user study with 17 participants was conducted on the da Vinci R Surgical System. The delayed feedback to the user is a stereoscopic 1080p laparoscopic camera running at 30FPS. The camera feed is displayed to a console for stereo viewing by the operator. Both pairs of master and slave arms have seven degrees of freedom. A modified version of OpenSource da Vinci Research Kit [22] was used on an a computer with an Intel R Core TM i9-7940X Processor and NVIDIA's GeForce GTX 1060.
To ensure that the solutions are tested in a realistic, high delay condition, a round trip delay of 750 msec was simulated for the delayed environment in the user study. This follows a recent report showing satellite communication between London and Toronto measured a round trip delay of 560.7 ± 16.5 msec for a telesurgical task [6] .
A. Task
A peg transfer task is used as a test scenario. Fig. 3 shows a photo from the endoscope used by the operator in our study. The task involves: 1) Lifting a rubber o-ring from either the front left or right peg with the corresponding left or right arm 2) Passing the ring to the other arm 3) Placing the ring on the other front peg 4) Repeating steps 1 to 3 for the back pair of pegs This task and environment was chosen because it inherits complex motions such as hand off, regions where larger movements are safe, and yet still requires precise motions during parts of the trajectory due to the tightness of fit between the rings and the pegs.
B. Metrics
The metrics to evaluate task performance are time to complete task and an error metric. The error metric is an enumeration of different types of errors that we observed. These errors are weighted according to Table 1 and summed to get a weighted error. The weights were chosen such that severity of the error would be reflected properly in the error metric. Example errors are shown in Fig. 2 . A sample video was created and shown to the participants before the study to show the task and the different types of errors. 
C. Procedure
The scaling scenarios for the participants to complete the peg transfer task are as follows in both 0 msec and 750 msec round trip delay: 1) Constant scaling of 0.3 2) Constant scaling of 0.2 3) Constant scaling of 0.1 4) Position scaling 5) Velocity scaling For constant scaling, the corresponding scaling value listed above was used for scale m . For positional scaling, the following simplification was made: r is the minimum 2D distance from center of each of the 4 pegs to the target tooltip position projected on the plane constructed from the top of the 4 pegs (ax + by + z = c). The following equations are used to find the least squared solution of the plane:
where x i y i z i T is the position of the center of the i-th peg. The following is computed realtime to project the target tool-tip position and find r:
Through experimentation, scale m = 0.2, k = 100, minscale = 0.5, and maxscale = 1.0 were chosen for positional scaling. Fig. 4 shows a generated map of the value of scale s using these parameters. scale s is calculated and applied to both arms individually. These positional scaling parameters mean that the total scaling from master to slave ranges from 0.1 to 0.2.
For velocity scaling, the values of v 1 = 0.1 and v 2 = 100 were found through experimentation. Similar to positional scaling, this is calculated and applied to both arms individually.
The procedure for each participant was as follows: Step 1 is so that participants get over the learning curve of the task and the system. By comparing the results of step 2 and 6, we can ensure that the user overcame the learning curve in step 1 and has not degraded in performance due to exhaustion. This is critical since it shows that the performance of a participant is only affected by the delay and different scaling methods. To further break any potential correlation, the randomization of the order of scaling methods in step 3 and 4 was used. Each participant has only 20 seconds to practice in the new scenario (step 3), so that the solutions with best results will be intuitive.
IV. RESULTS
To show there is no significant change in performance between step 2 and 6 of the procedure, the results are compared using two-sided paired-sample t-tests. Under no delay, p = 0.670 and p = 0.054 for weighted error and time to complete task respectively is computed. For the roundtrip delay of 750 msec, p = 0.633 and p = 0.192 for weighted error and time to complete task respectively is computed. Therefore, no statistically significant (p < 0.05) change in performance was measured. Combining this result with the randomization of order in step 3 of the procedure implies that the measured results will be uncorrelated with participant experience and exhaustion and only affected by the delay and scaling solution.
The results showing which solution performed best and second best for each individual person under delay are shown in Fig. 5 . Only one out of seventeen participants performed best, with regards to weighted error, using the baseline scaling, constant scaling of 0.2 and 0.3. Furthermore, from Fig. 5 it is evident that even when including the second best performing solution, the vast majority of participants performed better with our proposed solutions with regards to weighted error.
The statistics of the results are shown in Table 2 and 3 for roundtrip delay of 750 msec and 0sec respectively. The pvalues are generated by comparing against the baseline scaling with a two-sided paired t-test to show if the solution had a statistically significant (p < 0.05) effect on performance. The box plots of the results are shown at the end of the paper in Fig. 6 . All the proposed solutions do achieve statistically significant lower weighted error under delay except for positional scaling compared against constant scaling of 0.2. The proposed solutions were also measured to make a statistically significant increase in time under delay when comparing against constant scaling of 0.2. Therefore, the solutions are working as intended, increasing the accuracy at the cost of time.
V. DISCUSSION
The user study results of constant scaling of 0.1 under delay match with our initial hypothesis that decreasing constant scaling slows down the operators motions to achieve higher accuracy. As seen in Table 2 , constant scaling of 0.1 makes a statistically significant decrease in errors at the cost of increasing the time to complete task. However, the hypothesis does not appear to hold true when looking at the performance of constant scaling of 0.3 to 0.2 under delay. We believe this is since participants had so many errors, such as ring drops, when using constant scaling of 0.3, that it severely affected their time to complete the task.
By comparing positional scaling and constant scaling of 0.1 relative time to complete task performances under delay, it is evident that positional scaling did decrease the cost of time as intended via dynamic scaling. However, positional scaling did not retain the weighted error performance of constant scaling of 0.1 when under delay. We believe this occurs because our implementation of positional scaling does not count the slave-arms as obstacles. Therefore during the ring pass, which typically occurs in the center of the plot in Fig. 4 , there is little to no additional scaling to improve the accuracy. The data from the user study supports this since 2 ring stretches and 7 ring drops during hand off were recorded for positional scaling under delay, and 0 ring stretches and 2 ring drops during hand off were recorded for constant scaling of 0.1 under delay.
The final result is the performance of velocity scaling, which performed the best of all of the proposed solutions under delay. It has similar performance in weighted error as constant scaling of 0.1 at a lower cost of time. While under delay, velocity scaling on average reduced the weighted error rate by 43% and 29% and increased the time to complete task by no statistically significant margin and 22% when compared against constant scaling of 0.3 and 0.2 respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
The results from the user study confirms with statistical significance our original hypothesis which states that decreasing the constant scaling factor will improve accuracy at the cost of time. Velocity scaling was shown to improve on this by achieving the same accuracy with a lower cost of time. Positional scaling did not perform as well, and it has the added challenge of requiring environmental information. Participants were also given little time to adjust to the proposed scaling solutions, so the performance improvements implies that they are intuitive. Furthermore, the simplicity of the constant scaling and velocity scaling solutions allows for them to be easily deployed on any teleoperational system under delay. Future work involves finding the appropriate scales for individual operators and delay conditions. 
